
Our Contact Details are as follows:- 
Tel – 0161 761 5770 - Email: ffn7@fisherfeldchildcare.co.uk

Or keep in touch with iConnect/ParentZone, please ask a member of staff if you need help
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DORSET DRIVE

LOOK WHAT WE HAVE DONE… 
We have been enjoying lots of different celebrations in the nursery 
Chinese New Year, Pancake Day and Valentine’s day. We have 
enjoyed a variety of activities such as making dragon masks, 
practicing our own dragon dance, making our own pancakes and a 
valentines stay and play session where parents were invited in to 
take part in lots of activities with the children. 
In Lamb’s the children have been learning about different vehicles 
following the children’s interests and enjoyed making a bus and an 
ambulance for them to role play with. Following on from this they 
have been exploring different sensory play and learning about 
colours through the ‘that’s not my….’ books. The children have 
enjoyed making new sensory bottles, and lots of creative activities.
In Duckling’s the children have been learning about safety. They 
enjoyed role playing the importance of road safety, practicing 
crossing at a zebra crossing and understanding what the lights 
mean on a traffic light. The children were excellent at this after a bit 
of practice and have been showing their friends what we need to do 
during independent play outside. 
In Farmer’s the children have enjoyed joining in our celebrations, 
they made pancakes for Pancake day and were excited to choose 
different toppings to add to the top before eating. We also had flour 
and water in the home corner to explore which was really good fun. 
We have been practicing our mark making skills and learning the 
letters from our names and during circle times we have been 
practicing our syllables with our ‘drummer song’. During circle times 
we have been practicing lots of activities to support our 
communication skills such as learning our book of the week in 
Makaton, practicing our Mr tongue story to ensure we move our 
mouths properly to pronounce our words clearly and daily yoga and 
mindfulness. 
Across the nursery we have enjoyed sharing new stories such as ‘Mr 
wolf’s pancakes’ and reading more familiar ones such as Handa’s 
surprise linking these to kindness. We enjoyed making our own fruit 
baskets, learning about our golden rules, and speaking about how 
we can be kind to others.

MARCH 2024

Dates for the Diary:
TUESDAY 12TH MARCH 2024 6-6.30PM - SCHOOL READINESS WORKSHOP

THURSDAY 7TH MARCH - WORLD BOOK DAY
(children can come to nursery dressed as their favorite characters)

FRIDAY 8TH MARCH - STAFF TRAINING DAY
NURSERY WILL BE CLOSED   


